POETRY

Experimental writing turned into
a classic

The East Acre
Poems
HUGO CLAUS
Hugo Claus was a self-taught man: a voluminous writer, but also a
voluminous reader. The numerous foreign models and influences
which he could bend to his own hand without difficulty, make his
poetic palette enormously diverse. His oeuvre includes the most
differing poetic forms, styles, themes and poetics in
autobiographical verses, complex intertextual rewritings, montage
texts, satirical occasional poetry and socially committed poems.

AUTHOR

Distinctly innovating poetry resulting in a
whirling reading experience
LITERAIRE CANON

One of the many highpoints in his oeuvre are ‘The East Acre
Poems’, which have lost little of their fascinating enigmatic
character. Experimental writing in this volume turned into
classical ways. Using old myths of fertility described by Frazer,
biblical and Christian references and literary quotations, Claus
evokes a mythical and fatal family constellation in which the
mother, the father, the son and the beloved play roles that are
alternately driven by desire and love, but also by fear and hatred.
The cycle ‘A woman’ these days still stands as one of the most
impressive descriptions of physical love which depicts the lovers in
their aggressiveness.

Hugo Claus (1929-2008) is Flanders’ most
famous and most important writer of modern
literature. He was extraordinarily productive
and highly regarded as a poet, a writer of
stories, novels, film scripts, libretti and plays.
He was also a stage and film director, an
artist and a translator. He wrote dozens of
acclaimed plays, novels and collections of
poetry. In his novels, Claus mixes crafted
stories of post-war Flanders with poignant
character portraits and telltale allusions to
Greek and Christian mythology.
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